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1. Introduction 
=============== 
In this report we present a formal system for an axiomatic 
definition of the semantics of programming languages allowing 
to prove correctness and termination of programs. We will 
consider an Algol-like language consisting of assignments, 
if -then-el se-statements and while-loops, 
Fundamental work in this area is that of Hoare [1). the 
formulas in Hoare's system are of the form R{P}S, meaning 
that if the predicat e R is true before execution of a part P 
of a program and if P terminates, th e n S is true after execution 
of PJ note that nothing is said about termination of P in this 
c a lculus. 
Our approach is something different from that of Hoare, we 
consider programs as functions, i~e. a program of our formal 
system is interpreted as a function performing a state trans-
f ormat ion, A difficulty of this approach is that, while in 
us ua l predicate calculus all functio n symbols are interpreted 
as total functions, we need a calculus with partially defined 
functions, Such a calculus has been p ropos ed by Markwald [3), 
besi des t he usual predicate symbols, thi s calcu lus contains 
spec i al predicate symbols for characterizing t he domain of 
t he c orresponding functions, 
I n a pplying Markwald's calculus to state transformations, we are 
abl e to express the termination of prog r ams ana we will indicate 
2xioms allowing to prove termination . 
As for the data types, we restri ct oGrselv8s in this report to 
in tegers, but a generalization fo r other data types does not 
seem to put essent ial difficulties, The fun damental non-lo g ical 
axioms of our formal system are th e a x ioms o f arithmetic; as we 
will see, the axiom of ind uct ion is the most powe rful tool for 
proving correctness and termination of programs in our system . 
Fo r those unfamiliar with Ma rkwald's calculus . we give a 
summary of it in chapter 2 . In chapter 3 we then present our 
own system for proving cor~ectness and termination of 
programs. 
2. Predicate logic with pa~tially defined functions 
=================================================== 
2.1 Some general remarks acd definitions 
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We first introduce the logical basis for our formal 
system. This basis is ~orrowed from Markwald [3,4) 
and is summarized in this chapter. For more details 
see Markwald [3,4). 
The language for Markw=ld's calculus consists of the 
following symbols: 
a) the individual varisbles x,y,z,x 1 'Y1,z1' ".J 
b) the function symbols f 1 ,f2 ,f3 ""J 
c) the usual predicate symbols P1 ,P 2 ,P 3 , ."J 
d) for each function symbol f: a special predicate 
symbol 0fi' which dsnote the domain of the corresponding 
function. 
e) the logical symbols -;.A,V, ... , ...... , 3 and V . 
Next we give 80ms r8cu~sive definitions: 
1) Terms: The individuel variables are termsJ if t 1 , ••• ,t k 
are terms and f . 2" ."--ary function s.ymt.:Jl~ then 
1 
2) Formulas: let t 1 ,,· .. t k be terms and let Pi and 
Of. be k-ary predicece symbols, then ?;(t 1 , ... ,t k )and 1 -
0f.(t 1 ,",,,t n ) are ~crmulasJ 
1 
ex and a are formulas. so are ,ex. ex A (3. ex v 13, ex -+ I) .. 
V x a and 3 x a . 
1 ) 
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3) An interpretation 1* is a mapping of the non-logical 
symbols of IT and refers to a non-empty set w with: 1) 
I*(x) E w , for each individual variable x, 
k 
c w 
k for each k-ary predicate symbol 
c w 
I*(f i ) is a mapping from I*(Of.) to w 
1 
P. ,D. 
1 1 
for terms t I*(t) is defined in duct ively, together 
with the relation I*bst t ,2) 
1* bst x, 
I*bst f i (t 1 , .•• ,t k ) and I*(f i (t 1 , •• ·,t k )) = I*(f i ) 
O*(t 1 )"·,,I*(t k)) iff I*bst t 1 , ... ,I*bst tk and 
(I*(t 1 ), .•• ,I*(t k )) E I*(Of.)' 
1 
i.e. in contrast to usual formal systems. I*(t) is not 
defined for all terms t but only for those,fer which 
the relation I*bst t holds, 
4) Next we defin e the relations I*erf D and I*wdl D: 3) 
I*erf P(t 1,· .. ,t k) ~ I*bst t 1 , ... ,I*bst tk and 
(I*(t 1 ),···, I*(t k)) E I*(P) 
I*wdl P( t 1 , ••• ,tk ) ~ I*bst t 1 , ... ,I*bst tk and 
(I*(t 1 ), ... ,I *(t k )) ¢ I*(P) 
we use the asteris k to oist inguish these interpreta tions 1* 
fro~ the interpretations in usual predicat3 calculus. 
2) I*bst is a mnemon ic abbrs v iation of I "b 8s~immt " (determines) 
t • 
3) mnemonic abbreviations for I*"erfO llt" (satisfies) a and 
I*"widerlegt" (refutes) D. 
5) 
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I*erf-,ex .... I*wdl ex 
I *wd 1 -, ex .... I*erf ex 
I*erf(ex A ~) .... I*srf ex and I*erf ~ 
I*wdl(ex A ~) ..... I *·..,d l ex or I*wdl 13 
I*erf a* for all € wand V x ex ..... I erf ex , a 
x 
I*wdl V x ex ..... Ia*wdl 
x 
ex for at least one a € w, 
where Ia,(z) = I*(z) , for z f x and Ia*(x) a. 
x x 
The definition of erf and wdl for the other logical 
symbols can easily be de~ived from the de fi nition above. 
for example we have 
I*erf (ex ... 13) .... I *1 .. Jd 1 ex or I*erf 13 
I*wdl (ex ... 13) .... I*erf ex and I*wdl 13. 
A formula ex is said to be universally valid, iff I*erf ex 
holds for all interpretations I*. 
6) I*bst ex.... I*erf ex or I*wdl ex. 
7) A formula ex is said to definite, iff I*bst ex holds for 
all I*. 
As you 588, a formula ex may be universally va c id, even though 
a sub formula is not definite, for example let ex • ~ ... y 
wi th 50m3 tanto logy yand r.Jt definite formu13 13 • 
It follows immed iately fro m the definitions, ~hat the set of 
definite formulas is c los ec under logical op2~ations. 
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2.2 General interpretations 
Because the formulas of the calculus presented so far 
do not differ from the formulas of a usual formal system. 
they can also be interpreted in the usual way. In order 
to distinguish such interpretations from the (partial) 
inpterpretations introduced above, they may be called 
general or g-interpretations. 
For a general interpretation I we will write I Erf 0 and 
I Wdl 0 instead of I erf 0 and I wdl o. 
For each g-interpretation I there is a unique partial inter-
pretation 1* • which is the restriction of I on terms t 
with I bst t. 
From these two different kinds of interpretations we deduce 
a general and a partia l notion of logical inference. 
(}L II---- 0 -- (I Erfe-l .. I Erf 0) • for ell g-interpretations 
I and 
c'<- !f-L 0 _ (I*erfGL .. I*erf 0) , for all (partial) 
interpretations 1*, 
where a is a formula,ct a set of fcrmulas and the relations 
I Erf ~ and I*erf ~ ara defined in the usual way. 
As fo r the connection be tween thes e two n~tions of logical 
inf6!,,9nC8~ Markwald prcves the fol ~~wing ,Jroperties 
( i) l~ tI- ~ .. (.i. ~ a if ~ is defi nite 
( i i ) c"L ~ a .. 01: I!- ~ if a l l a EO t9\. are 
definite and so s,Jecially for a def i nite formula ~: 
(iii) It-- ~ => ~~. 
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2.3 Some decidability results 
Markwald has shown in [3] the following results: 
1 • The set of definite formulas is not decidable. 
2. The set of definite formulas is recursively enumerable. 
3. The set of universally valid formulas is recursively 
enumerable. 
Let r-be the usual notion of deduction in predicate logic. 
We then define a new notion of deduction: 
lJI. p.. a <=\9tf-~ and e is definite. 
Because of the recursiva enumerability of lS1.-f-- ~ 
* (relative to6\) and result (2.) of Markw21d,()}\.,r-e 
is also recursively enumerable and therefore representableu 
by rules of inference. It is easy to show that the following 
holds: 
a ) (Jf.. I-'L- e ~ l:-l\.. ? ~ 
b ) tX. tt!- ~ .. \J{. ;-'L ~ 
definite formulas, 
and 
if 19{. \J {e} is a set of 
But for th9 formal syst3m presented here~ there remains 
a difficulty; a formal system like predicate ca~culus has 
the iollowing propertiES: 
(i) t he set of formulas is decidable. 
(iil the set of formulas is definit e . 
(i.iil the formal systeC' is complete, i.e. each formula 
which follows free"; ~ is also deriv=ole {"'8m \9t • 
In this formal system ,condition (ii) is not fulfilled. 
Th erefore we redefine the calculus by adoing the condition, 
that a formula has to b. definite, unfortunately, while 
condition [iii is now fulfi lled, condition [i) is no longer. 
Actually we have to live with the somewhat waaker conditionu 
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(i') the set of (definite) formulas is recursively 
enumerable. 
2.4 A syntactic definition of definite formulas 
Up until now we have our new notion of formula - the 
definite formulas - defined only semantically (over the 
interpretations), We now give a syntactical definition 
of definite formulas, i.e, we will construct an algorithm 
to recursively enumerate the definite for~ulas. 
First we introduce a sequence calculus for terms, the 
*-term calculus. It consits of two scheme3 of rules, the 
first without, the second with premises: 
(1) 0 * x , for all individual variables x, where 0 
denotes the empty set 
(2) D1*t1 
o 
j=1 
It is easy to verify, that the following ~o lds: 
If W3 have 0 * t, then ~ is definite and ~or sach 
interpretation 1* one ~~S 
I erf 0 ~: bst t. 
Using this *-terrn calc u~ us we will now de~in3 recursiv e ly 
the functions B, E and ~. which map the sat of definite 
formu las in itself. The meaning of these iunctions is 
illustrated by the following properties: 
(i) I*bst a ~ I Erf B(a) 
(ii) I*erf a ~ I Erf E(a) 
(iii) I*wdl a ~ I Erf Weal 
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,) If a. Plt, ••••• t n ) with 0, * t, • ...• On * tn: 
Vn Bla) = 0. 
i=' 1 
Ela) a" Bla) 
Wla) =, a " B(a) 
2) If a ,. ,~: 
Bea) BI~) 
E(a) WI~) 
Wla) = EI~) 
3) If a '" ~ " y : 
B(a) IEI~) "Ely)) v I W I ~) v W(y)) 
Ela) E(~) " E(y) 
Weal = W(II) v :..l(y) 
4) If a • 'IX ~ : 
Bla) 'Ix E I ~) v 3x WIll) 
E(a) 'Ix E ( ~ ) 
~V( Cl ) 'Ix WIll ) · 
The properties Iii. (ii) and liii) above can be derived 
ea sily using the defin::ions of the relations bat. erf and 
wdl J from (i) it follo~ . in particular: 
a is definite ~ Bla) is g-universally valid. 
The enumerating algorit-::TI for the definite formulas then 
follows from the recursive enumerability of the g-general 
valio formulas of usual predicate calculus. 
In the nex t chapter we "ill apply the calculus presented 
here to d8velop a formal system IT for the description of 
the semantics of progr2 ~ming languages. 
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3. The formal system n 
~===================== 
3.1 Ir.troduction 
The language Ln of n contains the following non-logical 
symbols: 
(i) some freely chosen function symbols for arithmetic, 
for example S (successor), + and *, 
(ii) the function symbols pi and k i , which will be 
interpreted as projection functions and 
combinators respectively, for each i and j with 
1 ~ j ~ iJ' 
(iii) the function symbols denoting the programs, whose 
syntax will be described later; 
(iv) some predicate symbols for arithmetic like <,~,> and ~, 
(v) the predicate symbols Tn' n > 1, for describing n-tuples, 
(vi) for each function symbol f a predicate symbol Cf for 
the description of repeated application of f, 
(vii) for each function symbol f a predicate symbol Of 
describing the domain of f. 
riex t we get the definition of the syntactically oorrect 
~r:grams of n, already ~entioned under (iii): 
<.3T::3tement> 
•• = 
.. 
<3ssi g nment> 
begin <5tatement> end 
::= <assi snme nt>]<condition21> ! <while>l<sequenc8> 
::= <va~iabl e > := <term> 
<:oncitional> ::= if<~est>then <stat8m8~~>else<statement>fi 
<~h i le> ::= whilectes:>docstatement>od 
cseqJsnce> ::= <s t atem~ ~t>;<stat8m8nt> 
<v =riable> ::= xolx1!x21 ... 
For <term> may be subs~ituted any term of n,for <test> an y 
formula without quanti7iers. 
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As you will see, the effect resulting from substitution 
of an undefined term for <term> is easily describable 
in this formalism. 
For abbreviation we will often use the symbols "(" and "J" 
instead of "begin" and "end". 
In this work we restrict ou·rselves to a single data type, 
the natural numbers. But because programs are interpreted 
as state transformations, we have in n still another sort of 
objects, the states, which may be considered as n-tuples of 
natural numbers. 
3,2 The axioms 
Next we explain the axioms of IT, note that all axioms should 
be definite formulas. As for the logical axioms, we take for 
example the axioms of Shoenfiled [5) with the exception of the 
equality axiom, which is replaced by 
x = Y A Of (x) ~ f(x) = fey) 
for all function symbols and all programs f. We need this 
modification, because the original equality axiom is not 
necessarily definite. 
3.2.' Axioms for auxiliary functions and predicates 
As fo~ the non-lcgical 3xioms, ther a are first those 
charccterizing t he auxi~~ary functicns and predicates viz. 
the On-tupl e " pr3jicatEs T., the projecti on functions 
1 
j r p .... j _< i, and the "cor:ji nators" k.; intui t iv ely T .x) 
1 1 n 
expresses that " x is an-tuple", p~ (x) denotes ehe j-th 
1 
component of the i-tupl3 x and k. (x" .. "x.) conbinas the 
1 1 
i i-tuples into an i-t u ~ l e. 
') T n(x) <--+ 0pi(x) 
n 
, Tor all i < n 
2) T, (x, )A ... AT, (x
n
) ++ J k (x" ... ,x n ), for all n. 
n 
These two axioms characterize the domains of the 
functions pi and k . 
n n 
3) T (x) .. T 1 (p~(x) J. Tor all i < n n -
4 ) T1 (X 1 )A ••• AT 1 (x n ) .. T(k(x1 .. ·.,x)) for all n n n 
5) T1 (x 1 lA ••• AT 1 (x n ) .. pi(k (x 1 ' ... ,x II n n n = x . for 1 
1 n ( 6) T (xl .. k (P (xl, ... ,P x)) 
n n n n 
x, for all n. 
3,2.2 Axioms for the fundamental data type 
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n 
all i < 
-
The second group of non-logical axioms describes our 
fundamental data type, viz. the natural numbers (see e.g. 
Schoenfiled [5]): 
7) T 1 (x) A T 1 (y) +-+ D+(x,y) 
8) T 1 (xl A T 1 (y) +-+ D*(x,y) 
These axioms characterize the domain of the functions +, * 
and S (successor function) . 
.. T, : S(xll 
, 
11) T 1 (x) .. -.(S(x) o l 
sty) .. x y) 
1 3 ) T 1 ( x ) .. x + 0 = x 
14) T 1 (x) AT 1 (y ) .. ( x • S (y) s(x + y) 
1 5) T 1 (x) .. x * 0 = 0 
1 6 ) T 1 (x) A T 1 (y) .. x·S(y) (x * y) + x 
17) T 1 (x) .. "1(x < 0) 
n 
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y v y < x 
3.2.3 Axioms for the semantics of programs 
The third group of non-logical axioms characterizes the 
program constructs and their termination. 
21) DF(x) ... (T (x) - T (F(x))), for all programs F and n > 1, 
n n 
i.e, a program is a 1-ary function F mapping x (where x is 
interpreted a store of n memory cells) into another store 
F (x) • 
22) Tn(x) ... DF(x) , for all programs F with at least n 
variables. 
Assignment statement: 
23) T (x) 
n 
for all assignments, 1 < i j < nand k < n, 
Intuitively, an eSsignr.3nt statement terminates, if the 
term on the right hand ,ide is definite, 
24) T (x) -> 
n 
with 1 < i. < nan:: 
J 
.= f(x .• ""X. )}(x) 
'1'K 
i 1 i k 
f(p (x), .. "P ( x ) in i -th position 
o n n 
as argument 07 k
n
; i.e. in the store x the value of x. 
is substitute~ by t ~ 9 value of 
i1 i k '0 f(P (x) .... ,P '(1)). 
n n 
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Conditional statement: 
25) T n(x) ... i 1 i k [P (x), ... ,P (x) 1 ... 
n n 
fij(x) +-> DF (x))). 
1 
i 1 i k 
with 1 < i. < n, where A [P (x), ... ,P (x)] J x. " .x. n n 
'1 'k 
denotes the formula in ,<hich all occurrences of x. , 
1 • 
J 
1 ~ j ~ k, in A are substituted by the corresponding 
Pn(x), i.e. if A is true with store x, then (if A then 
F1 else F2 fi) (x) terminates if and only if F1 (x) 
terminates, and then is (if A then F1 else F2 fi)(x) 
F l (x): 
i 
26) T (x) ... 
n 
(A [P k 
x . .. ~x. n 
i k (X), ... ,P (X)) A DF (X) ... 
n 1 
'1 1 k 
(if A then F1 else F2 fi)(x) = F1 (x)) . 
11 
and analog axioms are needed for., A [P (x), 
x. , .. .. ,x. n 
i k 
""P (x)) n 
While-statement: 
'1 1 k 
For the while-statemen t we need first thr3B auxiliary axioms, 
n y=F(x): 
27) CF(x,y.o) +-> x = Y 
28) CF(x,y, 1) +-+ Of (x) A y = F(x) 
for all progra ms F. 
With these predicates we can now describe the semantics of the 
"hi Ie-statement: 
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A ., B 
x .. " ... x. 
'1 'k 
where x .• "X. are all variables occurring in test B, 
'1'k 
i.e. a while loop (while B do F od) terminates with 
an argument x, if there is a natural number m, such 
that B is false after m executions of the loop F. 
31) T (x) A D{ h'l n w 1 e B do F od)(x) ~ ({while B do F od)(x) = y 
++ 3m(C F (x,y,m) A Vuvl( 1 < m A 
~ i k [P (n),,,.,P (n)] 
n n 
where x. I!1t'X. are all varialbes occuring in test 8; 
'1 'k 
that is (while B do F)(x) = y, if there is an m such 
that y = Fm(x), B(y) is false and m is the smallest 
number with these properties. 
Component statement: 
The reader may already l ave notice d , that some of the 
ax·ioms of -;:his fcrmal s./stem are not definite in ou~ strong 
sense,e~g. axiom 3 
because there are int8r~retations 
Tn and T1 and the function symbol 
of the ~redicate symbols 
pi such that pi is not 
n n 
defined for x. On the c:her hand whenever axiom 1 viz, 
Tn (xl -> Dpi(xl 
n 
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is true under an interpretation I, 
axiom 3 is defined for that interpretation. Hence we may 
avoid the difficulty mentioned, if we form a conjunction 
of these critical axioms. But for simplicity and clarity 
we have written all these axiom groups as single axioms. 
With this formal system,we now want to proof as an example, 
correctness and termination of a simple program. 
4. An example 
============= 
As an example we take a program for computing the factorial: 
where xi is an auxiliary variable, x 2 is the argument and 
x3 is the result. 
First we show the termic3tion of G, i,e. 
:=x ,, +1'J d} 
, 
To show ~T3(xl -> DG (xl is trivial, to shew the rest, we 
1 
first compute G1 (xl: 
>--T 3 (X) -> (x 1 .= 1, x 3 ;= nix) =(x 3 := 1}(k3(1,P~(X),P;(x)) 
by axioms 2~ and 33 
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by a x iom 24 
It reamins to be shown that G2 (G 1 (x)) terminates, i.e. 
2 1 2 I- T3 (x) ... 3Z3n(CF (k3 (1,P 3 (x).1),z,n) A ,P 3 (z) ~ P3 (z)) 
We show the following 
Lemma: 
Proof: We prove the more general propositi o n 
2 2 2 ~ T 3 (x) ... CF (k 3 (1,z,1),k3 (P3(x)+1,z,fac(P3(x))),P3(x)) 
2 by induction over P3 (x) 
(iJ P~(x) 0: 
this follows immediately from axiom 27. 
2 (i i) Let n = P3 (x) and s uppose 
We th e n ha ve to show 
From t he dsf ini t ion of F WB have 
F (k 3 (n +1, z . fad n) ) ) 
ax i om 28 
k_ ~ n+z,z,fac(n+1) ) and t hen by 
o 
~ T3 ( x ) ... CF (k3( n+1,z,f a~[ n)),k3(n+z,z,fa c ~n +2 )) ,1) 
a nd the result follows i~~e d iat ely from axiom 29. 
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So we still have to show 
~ ., P~(Z) < P~(z) 
But this formula follows immediately from axiom 5, and the 
termination of our factorial program is proved. 
Next we show the correctness of G, therefora we have to 
show 
By the proof of termination and axiom 31 we have 
2 2 2 2 (C F(k3 (1,P3(x),1),k 3 (P3(x)+1,P3(x),fac(P3(x))),k) 
2 1 2 A ((m < k A CF(k3 (1,P3(x),1),u,m)) ~ P3 (u) < P3 (u)))) 
Choosing k 2 P3(x), we have to show 
In tha proof of termination we have already shown 
By uniqeness of the second component of CF , which CBn easily 
be sh~wn by induction De ar m, follows 
and 
and so we have our resul~ 
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which completes our proof of correctness. 
Conclusion 
========== 
We have embedded ALGOL-like programs in a formal system with 
partially defined functions, where t~e semantics of programs 
is described as the semantics of the corresponding function 
symbols, the state transformation, In our formalism we can 
simulate several other approaches to the semantics of programs, 
for example the formulas of Hoare's system, R{P}S, are tr2ns-
lated in IT as R(x) A Dp(X) ~ S(P(x)), or the formulas of 
Manny/Pnueli's system of total correctness of programs [2), 
<R(x ) IpIQ(x,p(x) », can be translated as R(x) .... apex) A Q(x,P(x)). 
Thare is still another point of view of the formal system 
presented here. As in chapter 2.2 we could interprete the 
formulas as those of usual predicate for~ulas. i.e. all function 
symbo ls are int erp reted as to tal functions, and we are interested 
o~! y in those arguments x cf a function symbol f, for which 
Dr(x) can be derived. The disadva ntage of this point of view is, 
r 
th at there are now interpretat ions 1* of program F, such that 
I* [ F[x)) has a defined val ue. even though F does not hold with 
argument X; i.e. we would ~ =ve a lot of undesired models for 
ocr calculus~ 
In a l ater paper, we will show, that all formulas that can be 
proved in Hoare's system or in Manna/Pnueli's system. can also 
be proved in Il; we moreover will extend the system for the 
description of goto-statements, As we will see, this new system 
is then a formalization of a version of the intermittend 
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assertion method (see Burstall [6) and Manna/Waldinger [7)) 
using predicate calculus. 
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